Communication is a means to send and deliver information and understanding from one to another. Yet, one of the purposes of communication is to deliver a message of feeling and the material usually used in communication is either question or assertion. Besides, images or pictures are a kind of non verbal communication that could represent thousands of words; therefore, pictures, or in this case is best said to be drawing, could cover better messages than words. Further, drawing are expressions that deliver the message of feeling from one to another. Still, it is inevitable that to draw is not easy for some people, but nothing to worry about right now that as the era advancing, computer has come up to be the solution to draw easier. Hence, for drawing, many kinds of industrial standardized software for design are improved, and in fact, they are friendly used. In addition, to result the best drawing so that they could almost resemble the original image, computer technology with high resolution has been upgraded. As the result of the upgraded technology, many of the use of drawing to deliver message in our life, like posters put along the street even in our own bedroom. However, the discussion toward Digital Message in this particular paper is not about posters, but the messages delivered in the form of self-image made by designers in their drawing. Furthermore, the making of the drawing is using techniques of vector, filter, digital sketch, import, and other drawing digital techniques.
INTRODUCTION
Drawing is one of the products of graphic design in visual form which is the purpose is to deliver information and messages effectively. This visual message is, in fact, easily and quickly accepted by people, as well as the pictorial message. Nowadays, technology has offered itself to help ease people in doing their activity, not to mention visual designers. If we refer back to the past, drawing was that an activity to draw manually either in the sketching or coloring, but the present time offers easier technique to do those things through computer. Yet, as computer resolution has been improved, the visualization in drawing seems to be 'more real'. Along with the improvement the computer resolution, types of graphic design software are also improved significantly so that the designers get easier to operate so that they could freely develop their imagination, innovation, and creation towards one object [1] . A designer is supposed to deliver information through drawing, like giving advices [2] , suggestive power or opinion [3] [5], criticism [4] [21] , motivation and so on. Yet, he or she is supposed to freely express his or her ideas and feeling, either the sad, happy, proud, disappointed, or even to express hate or love. This study is therefore a descriptive study, in which the aim is to describe the expression in digital form or made into digital technique. Instead of dealing with posters, the digital message in this paper is about the description of self-image made or the faces made by designers in order to deliver the message to any particular person or people, in which the process would work with technique of vector, filter, digital sketch, import to, and other drawing digital technique.
HOW DOES EXPRESSION WORK?
The question above is the basic question about how we could express things in the form of posters or drawings. To refer to the paper by Satish Gajawada (2012) entitled 'Smile Theory of Everything' [6] [7] [8] [9] [16] , that smile is the product of our attitude and feeling. Thus, expression, which is related to smile, in drawing or any designed pictures is actually originated from idea and concept from someone's feeling and completed by the characterization, faces, hobbies, activities, and the occupation. Simply in drawing, the ability or skill to make use of design software is not necessary, because just our squiggles on a piece of paper and then scanned to make it a digital file form could help a lot. Finally, that scanned file is what we give to the intended person, so the pictorial message we just made.
THE STATE OF ART a. Digital Image File Types
There are various kinds of picture formats we have and each has its own characteristics, as well as the superiority. Some of extensions commonly used in graphic design world are; 1) Tagged Image File Format (TIFF), 2) Portable Network Graphics (PNG), 3) Joint Photographic Experts Group (JPEG), and 4) Graphics Interchange Format (GIF) [10] [11] [12] . The following paragraphs are the details of extension mentioned above. TIFF format is good for the need of printing because of the image compression does not too much decrease the quality of the images when saved. It is good for the format is very ideal to use as the standard image file for printing [13] . On the other hand, the weakness of this format is that it is not compatible for web use because the size of the image is too big yet web does not support this TIFF formatting.
The second one is PNG format. This particular format is the standard format for electronic and internet publishing purpose. Besides, this file format is used as the alternative file format of GIF that can give a transparent background and smooth border [13] , and the following paragraph will explain further. However, the weakness of this format is that it is not supported to be opened in internet explorer [10] .
Moreover, GIF format, just like the previous formats, has a special quality which is that it is good for the use of animated design for web page and electronic publishing. On the other hand, this format is not suggested for printing and photography purpose for its limited amount of colors that it is only available for 256 colors per image.
Finally, JPEG format file is good for saving image file that would be uploaded to web page, multimedia, or electronic publishing. Due to the superiority of JPEG format, it is the format usually used. Yet, this particular format can save images with RGB, CMYK, and Grayscale type of coloring [11] [12] [13] .
b. Paper Size Format
In drawing, the first thing to consider is that the format set for the paper size. The following is the list of four parts standardized paper size in international world, according to Edsebokks (2004).
1. ISO and JIS Standard Paper Sizes (metric and Japan standards) 2. Metricated Traditional Paper Sizes (used in the UK/EU and Japan) 3. Non metric traditional Paper Sizes Used in North America 4. Commonly Used Paper Sizes Listed by Country Meanwhile, the most popular paper size used is ISO 216 standard [15] . According to Kuhn (2006) [18] .
The ISO standard paper size system covers a wide range of formats, but not all of them are widely used in Indonesia. Commonly the size of paper used in Indonesia is A0 -A5. Some main applications of the most popular formats can be summarized as [17] : 
c. Drawing Technique Review
There are three techniques in designing a pictorial message, which are manual, digital, and combination of both manual and digital. Meanwhile, examples used in this paper are what posters commonly use, for the purpose to make readers easily understand and browse and search others related examples to this descriptive study.
First technique is manual technique, as it names manual, all sketch-making uses the designers own hands. To design manually, the designers therefore need some coloring stuff, such as crayons, felt-tip markers, watercolor, and so on. The following figures are examples of pictorial message designed using manual technique.
Fig 3: Pictorial Message designed using manual technique downloaded from [29]
Second, designing a pictorial message using digital technique which needs some design software, like Adobe products, Corel Draw, 3Ds, CAD, etc. The making of the sketch in this technique is done directly using the software with vector method. Three of which are using tracking, filter, and export to. Some examples are provided below to help understand deeper.
Fig 4: Digital Technique
The last technique is combination technique (manual and digital). Using this technique, designers combine the sketch making manually and digitally as well. The procedure goes this way: the sketch is made using manual technique, and then saved in the form of digital picture file (jpeg, tiff, png, gif), finally, the coloring step is done using design software. The following are examples of pictorial messages using combination technique. 
a. Showing Main Messages of Book on Book Covers
A cover of book, including the front and the back, is useful to keep the content of book bound together [23] . Inevitably, nowadays many books are sold online therefore show only their front covers [24] [25] [26] [27] . Hereby, the use of book cover develops from it being guard in to a medium to show readers messages so that can know the main idea the book tells about. Thus, the occurrence of design software is sufficient to help make book covers more interesting, attractive, eye-catching, and esthetic. It is undeniable that book covers could play more important role than the contents in inviting people to read. Finally, the more interesting the cover is, the more interested readers therefore pick the book and put it in their shelves.
The following two pictures below are examples of book covers. The left one shows a figure who was famous in Indonesia for the last four years; the deceased Mbah Surip. The book wholly tells about Mbah Surip when he was alive. The figure is drawn and designed using vector and not anything included in the cover but him. Therefore, the book cover could tell that it is all about him, no more. Next, the other book cover is designed which is designed by the writer himself shows love in digital using vector. In accordance with the title of the book, "1 Cincin 4 Cinta" (1 Ring, 4 Loves) the design is made to match the title; four females and one male. They are drawn using vector technique. The two book covers have now been made so attractively that the designer could be very satisfied, for the readers could catch what the designer wants to say through the images. 
b. Expressing Feeling to People in Surroundings
As well as implementing the digital design to express meaning in the cover of book, digital design could tighten relationship and fellowship among people and their surroundings. Then, it could be used to show how someone feels about others. Thankful, grateful, glad, and loving are some of expressions which the digital design could express. Still, it can help show how someone supports another. The following are some examples of design along with the expressions attached; "Best Friend Forever", "Keep Moving On, My Friend", "Guyub Rukun", and "A Happy Family".
Fig 7: Examples of Designs Expressing Feeling to Surroundings
If once you are supposed to give a gift as surprise to your friends, you design digitally. Then, you can either print it out or send it to their email addresses and other online social networking. After that, you wait. Your friends might send you a thank you short message with a smile emoticon () attached, or they might tag your name in their updated status on Facebook of their thanks and smile emoticons. Now, you have pocketed the smiles, digital expressions for you.
c. Saying Happy Birthday through Cards
If showing gratitude can be undergone using digital design, then saying happy birthday will just be the same. The following designs are examples which can be made using Photoshop, Corel Draw, and Illustrator. One of which are made by the writer himself to say happy birthday to his friend and some are downloaded from the Internet.
Fig 8: Example of Happy Birthday Cards and Posters
In designing happy birthday cards or posters, some favorite things of people celebrating are important to be included, like favorite food, pets, dolls, colors, and clothing as well. Besides, wishes, balloons, presents, and a "Happy Birthday" banner [22] can be attached to beautify the card or posters. On the one hand, if the celebrating people are sweethearts, the messages of saying happy birthday can be expressed through images of the two loving couples together. When the design is done, print it out to the ISO standardized paper and give it to the celebrating birthday person, or send it through the e-mails or other social networking sites and say "Happy Birthday" with a smile emoticon [6] 
d. Expressing Idea on Posters for Competition
In its implementation, digital expression is not merely shown in the book covers, gratitude posters, and birthday cards. Digital expression does exist in posters for competition purposes. However, the messages expressed in the posters should match the theme of requirements decided by the competition committee. One of examples is a poster under a theme of Work Health and Safety (In Indoensia: Kesehatan dan Keselamatan Kerja). In the poster, the writer as well as designer would like to express the message that everyone should consider wearing safety stuff while working, such as helmets and goggles. Besides, there is another poster competition whose theme is IT for Everything. In the poster, a man, who is engineered to vector form, is enjoying using the internet. 
CONCULUSSION
So far, there have been some studies conducted in relation with facial sketching, including sorrow, joy, anger, and so on. The facial sketching is done on interface controlling system basee on simple strokes on a 2D canvas and 3D control models [33] . However, this article tries to describe an integrated theory about digital expression, which may be referred to all kinds of feeling within ourselves and expressed into designs, and then it is so-called pictorial message. In fact, expressing in words could no more be sufficent because there is a number of expression not finding 'clicked' words, even if so, it would take too long sentences. Essentially, things we feel inside our hearts can be put on designs. In line with the advanced tech, it is, then, helpful to exploit a variety of facilities provided. Moreover, not merely experts can make use of the tech, but everyone who is willing to. For example, you create a full color image with a black background and graffiti like tangled; it then indicates that your psychology is in problem. Actually, there are can do to elicit what we feel deep down our hearts. This this paper then comes to describe small parts of a series of expression, such as (1)In the front cover of a book, so if you are an author, you can include to your book people's appearance inspiring you, or even the one your heart sticks to. (2)Drawing people in our live, describing all people around you, the people your love or family. (3)Say, Happy bhirthday!, a design by you for your most special person,. (4)Submitting for a design contest, if you want to, you can read the theme of competition. Afterwards, you make a related design. Finally, you can express and motivate people with 'Express yours to the world'
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